POWER DUO TOWER SPEAKER
SET (ABT385)

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
HOW DO I CONNECT MY SPEAKERS TO A TV?
GOOD - using the included AUX to RCA cable

1. Locate the AUX to RCA cable within the packaging
2. On the back of the main speaker, locate the SOURCE 1 and/or
SOURCE 2 ports. Plug in the GREEN end into the SOURCE 1 or
SOURCE 2 port.
3. Plug in the opposite ends into the TV - white plug to white output
and red plug to red output.
4. On the Power Duo remote, press either SRC1 or SRC2 depending on which port
you chose.
*If your TV does not have the red and white outputs, refer to
your TV provider as additional cable connectors may have been
included.
*This is the simpliest way to connect the Power Duo to your TV

BETTER - using an Optical Digital Output

1. Make sure you have an Optical to Optical cable.
2. Locate the Optical Digital Input on the back of main speaker and plug
one end of the cable into the input.
3. On the TV, locate the Optical Digital Output and plug in the other end
of the cable into the output.
4. Make sure to change the speakers to OFF on your TV.
6. Turn TV Optical to ON if your TV has this menu item.
7. Press the OPT button on the Power Duo speakers’ remote to switch the speakers
into this mode.
*This is our preferred way to connect the Power Duo to your TV

BEST - using HDMI to ARC

1. On the back of the main speaker locate the HDMI port.
2. Plug an HDMI cable into this port.
3. On the back of the TV, locate the HDMI ARC port - Normally only one of the HDMI
inputs has ARC Output. You must use the correct socket.
4. Plug the other end of the HDMI cable into this socket.
5. Make sure to change the Digital Audio Output on your TV to Linear/PCM/Stereo
(description may vary).
5. Make sure to change the speakers to OFF on your TV.
6. Make sure to turn TV ARC to ON/Enabled in the TV menus.
7. Make sure to turn HDMI CEC ON in the TV menus.
*Description may vary - may be called: HDMI-CEC/CEC/SimpLink/EZ-Sync/
Viera Link/EasyLink/Anynet/Bravia Sync/CE Link or similiar
7. Press the ARC button on the Power Duo speakers’ remote to switch the speakers
into this mode.
*This is the best way to connect the Power Duo to your TV for best sound quality.

